wind collection
wind collection

natural

colors:
05
- grey
- ivory
- moss
- ochre
- red

sizes:

- 100x100 cm. (39.37" x 39.37")
- 50x100 cm. (19.69" x 39.37")
- 25x100 cm. (9.84" x 39.37")
- 50x60 cm. (19.69" x 23.62")
- 25x29 cm. (9.84" x 11.42")

thickness: 10 mm

finishes:
05
- Natural
- Deco
- Non-slip
- Hexagon
- Soffit 2 cm

DIN
- R10
- R11
- DIN 5103
- DIN 5113

DCOF:
- >0.42
- ANSI A 771

PTV:
- >24
- BS-7976

CLASE:
- 1
- 2
- 3

UNE - EN V 12633

DCOF:
- >0.42
- ANSI A 137.1

PTV:
- >36
- BS-7976
WIND IVORY Natural 100x100.
ALL SIZES ARE RECTIFIED AND WITHOUT BEVEL EDGE FINISH EXCEPT THE HEXAGON 25X29 CM THAT IT IS NOT.

TODOS LOS FORMATOS SON RECTIFICADOS Y NO BISELADOS EXCEPTO EL HEXAGONO 25X29 QUE NO ES RECTIFICADO.

TILES WITH RANDOM SHADE AND ASPECT VARIATION.

PRODUCTO CON ALTA VARIACIÓN CROMÁTICA Y DESTONIFICACIÓN EN COMPOSICIONES.

WIND GREY Natural

SOLID 2 cm

SOLID 2 cm

WIND GREY Nonslip

WIND GREY Natural Hexagon

WIND GREY Nonslip Hexagon

Mash mounted mosaics:

WIND GREY mosaic

WIND GREY Nonslip mosaic 5x5

WIND IVORY Natural

WIND IVORY Nonslip

WIND IVORY Geometry

WIND IVORY Natural Hexagon

WIND IVORY Nonslip Hexagon

Mash mounted mosaics:

WIND IVORY mosaic

WIND IVORY Nonslip mosaic 5x5

WIND GREY mosaic

WIND GREY Nonslip mosaic 5x5
WIND OCHRE Natural.

sizes:

- WIND serie 100x100 (99,55x99,55 cm. - 39.37"x39.37")
- WIND serie 20x100 (24,75x99,55 cm. - 9.74"x39.37")
- WIND serie 40x60 (29,75x29,75 cm. - 11.71"x11.71")

Mash mounted mosaics:

- WIND OCHRE mosaic (29,75 x 29,75 cm - 11.71x11.71)

WIND RED Natural.

sizes:

- WIND serie 100x100 (99,55x99,55 cm. - 39.37"x39.37")
- WIND serie 20x100 (24,75x99,55 cm. - 9.74"x39.37")
- WIND serie 40x60 (29,75x29,75 cm. - 11.71"x11.71")

Mash mounted mosaics:

- WIND RED mosaic (29,75 x 29,75 cm - 11.71x11.71)
ALL SIZES ARE RECTIFIED AND WITHOUT BEVEL EDGE FINISH EXCEPT THE HEXAGON 25X29 CM THAT IT IS NOT.

TODOS LOS FORMATOS SON RECTIFICADOS Y NO BISELADOS EXCEPTO EL HEXAGONO 25X29 QUE NO ES RECTIFICADO.

TILES WITH RANDOM SHADE AND ASPECT VARIATION.

PRODUCTO CON ALTA VARIACIÓN CROMÁTICA Y DESTONIFICACIÓN EN COMPOSICIONES.
APAVISA PORCELANICO S.L. assumes no liability for any printing errors. The technical characteristics contained in this catalog are mean values of our products. To carry out any orders that are requested consultations with the technical characteristics of the particular model to APAVISA PORCELANICO S.L.

All features and specifications are based on information available at the time of printing this catalog and may be changed without notice, according to market conditions, technological innovations and/or any other factor, without incurring any liability.

www.apavisa.com